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Maybe Maby Good Press
The LitJoy Classics edition of Jane Eyre
features a fully illustrated cover and interior
end pages, five full-page illustrations, gold-
color ribbon, custom slip cover, gilded gold
page edges, and artwork by Felix Abel Klaer.
The Nursery-Book: A Complete
Guide to the Multiplication and
Pollination of Plants The PageSmith
LLC
Dancing in pop superstar Beckham
Woods' entourage was the last
thing Roxie wanted. Her life with
little Leo was blissfully ordinary;
she didn't have time for the drama
that stirring up old memories would
surely cause. But when Roxie took
a spot on an international tour with
Woods and rock icon Ian Sterling,
the lure of financial security and
her passion for dance pulled her
into an emotional storm that
threatened to spin out of control
and hurt the ones she loved most.
Just as she began to adjust to her
new life, it became apparent that
danger was in the shadows, waiting
for a chance to move... Fade to Red
is a standalone novel featuring
characters from True Love Story.
The Butterfly Book
Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform
Fans of Kristen Ashley and
Chantal Fernando will love
this intense, sexy,
suspenseful romance about an
ex-motorcycle club member who
falls in love with his son's
kindergarten teacher.

How to Amuse Yourself and Others:
The American Girl's Handy Book
CreateSpace
No one had ever looked at her and

seen perfection--until now. Delicate,
titian-haired Theresa Noble has met her
father's associates in the past, but the
gorgeous, Italian-born Sandro De Lucci
leaves her speechless. Eighteen
months into their marriage, however,
Sandro has turned to ice. Desperate to
escape a relationship that has proven to
be as stubbornly passionate as it is cold
and hateful, Theresa summons up the
courage to ask for a divorce. But before
he'll grant her request, Sandro demands
something from Theresa: a son. The
stalemate sickens her. Never mind that
Sandro has yet to introduce Theresa to
the large family that means so much to
him. Or that Theresa overhears her
husband on the phone with a mystery
woman. Most damning is that Theresa
senses, in Sandro's treatment of her,
the behind-the-scenes machinations of
Jackson Noble, her cruel father. From
the depths of her anxiety, Theresa must
seek an empowering truth about the
husband who calls her, with such cold
affection, his cara, his beloved.
Three Men in a Boat Illustrated Memory's Muses
Arguing with the Muse of music and justice is
complicated, falling in love with her even more so.
Frayed Createspace Independent Publishing
Platform
Be brave. Just for sixty seconds. Twenty breaths. It
took every ounce of my courage to return to the
small town I fled all those years ago. But I
should’ve known he’d hate me. How could he not
when my father’s blood still runs through my
veins? Yet here I am, desperate for a chance to
make things right. Even if it means facing the
family my father almost destroyed and the boy
with the dark eyes—now grown—who still haunts
my dreams. I never expected just how explosive
things would turn between us. He’s the last person
I should want. Yet, somehow, I keep drawing
closer—so close I know I’ll end up burned. But
Hayes is a good man, a noble one. Someone who
channeled his pain into a career spent protecting
those around him. So, when the threats begin, he
steps in to keep me safe. And we discover that
maybe neither of us knew the other at all. As the
sparks between us ignite into something deeper,
someone watches. And they’ll do anything to tear
it all apart…

Field Book of Western Wild Flowers
Montlake Romance
Not your typical prostitute ... this is a story
of unconditional love. Beautiful, intelligent,

independent, strong-willed, wealthy... Lilith
Fontenot seems, by all appearances, to have
it all. But that's not how the highest paid
prostitute in New Orleans sees herself. A
stain on society. A scourge. A waste.
Outsider. Prisoner... Any idyllic dream of
the normal life she may have once
imagined, Lilith buried long ago. Her only
plan now is survival. But mob boss Nico
Santelli and community center owner Soti
Christos have not given up on Lilith. Each
has his own very specific, very opposing,
plans for her, and neither will rest until it
becomes a reality. LILITH is a singularly
bracing take on an ancient tale of tireless
love, betrayal, and the possibility of
redemption.
Roses Love Garlic Vintage
‘A FIERCELY INTELLIGENT PAGE-
TURNER’ PAULA HAWKINS
‘WRITTEN PRE-COVID – GRIPPING,
SCARY AND PERSUASIVE’ IAN
RANKIN ‘THE STUFF THAT
CLASSICS ARE MADE OF’ A.J. FINN
‘GRIPPING AND BEAUTIFULLY
WRITTEN. WHAT A DEBUT!’ SARAH
PEARSE, author of The Sanatorium
‘BRILLIANT, PRESCIENT,
UNPUTDOWNABLE’ JENNY COLGAN
Tattered Stars Willow Aster
An account of the decade-long conflict
between humankind and hordes of the
predatory undead is told from the perspective
of dozens of survivors who describe in their
own words the epic human battle for survival,
in a novel that is the basis for the June 2013
film starring Brad Pitt. Reissue. Movie Tie-In.
Lilith* Storey Publishing
An #ownvoices fast-paced series starter
steeped in Colombian mythology and full
of adventure, perfect for fans of Aru Shah
and the End of Time and Percy Jackson.
Filled with fantasy, action, adventure, and
an unforgettable trio of friends. A
Seventeen.com Most Anticipated Book of
Summer! A Zibby Owens Summer Reading
Pick on Good Morning America! On
Emblem Island all are born knowing their
fate. Their lifelines show the course of their
life and an emblem dictates how they will
spend it. Twelve-year-old Tor Luna was
born with a leadership emblem, just like his
mother. But he hates his mark and is
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determined to choose a different path for
himself. So, on the annual New Year's Eve
celebration, where Emblemites throw their
wishes into a bonfire in the hopes of having
them granted, Tor wishes for a different
power. The next morning Tor wakes up to
discover a new marking on his skin...the
symbol of a curse that has shortened his
lifeline, giving him only a week before an
untimely death. There is only one way to
break the curse, and it requires a trip to the
notorious Night Witch. With only his
village's terrifying, ancient stories as a
guide, and his two friends Engle and Melda
by his side, Tor must travel across
unpredictable Emblem Island, filled with
wicked creatures he only knows through
myths, in a race against his dwindling
lifeline. You'll love Curse of the Night
Witch if you're looking for: Summer
reading for tweens and teens ages 11-14
Multicultural books for children (especially
Latinx books) Stories based on fascinating
mythology Your next favorite fantasy series
for girls ages 9-12 "Debut author Aster
takes inspiration from Colombian folklore
to craft a rousing series opener that's both
fast-paced and thrilling. As her protagonists
face off against a host of horrors, they learn
the value of friendship and explore the
possibility of changing one's fate in a world
where destiny is
predetermined."—Publishers Weekly,
STARRED review "Worthy of every
magical ounce."—Kirkus Reviews,
STARRED review
Jackal Sterling Publishing Company, Inc.
That's me-Tingly Simmons-athlete, foreign-
language major, professor lover, obsessed idiot
girl. Definitely not a frat rat or sorority slut. I've
never even played beer pong. I ditched the vapid,
soulless high-society life of Los Angeles for the
promise of something more meaningful in rural
Ohio. Accepting a track scholarship for college, I
tried running my way to happiness, but instead I
ended up sleeping with my French professor and
falling head over heels for him. When that
relationship fell apart, so did I. Barely hanging on
by a thread and using the most absurd coping
skills, I was determined to hide behind my past
indiscretions. That was, until I met Tiberius Jones.
Never in my wildest dreams did I think I'd learn
the truth about love from a six-foot-five basketball
player.
Speed Reading For Dummies HarperCollins UK
I was naïve to think my marriage to Luka Catano
might work.I was infatuated with him from
afar...Until I met him.He loved the challenge of his
next conquest, anyone would do...Except me.A
wife was never something he wanted.Torturous
was not a strong enough word to describe how I
felt when I was in a room with Luka. Besides
hating nearly every word that came out of his
mouth, I also drowned with lust every time I
looked at him. At times I thought he might feel the
same.But nothing prepared me for what his family

would make me become.

Field Guide to Forest Plants of South-
central Colorado Shambhala Publications
Judy Abbott is a lively, endearing young
girl growing up in an orphanage. Her
dreams of college seem in vain until the
unknown benefactor offers to pay for her
tuition. The only requirements are that she
must write to him every month, and that
she can never know who he is.
Daddy-Long-Legs Maybe MabyLilith*
The Opportunist Olivia Kaspen never
imagined she'd get a second chance with
her first love, the one she foolishly let slip
away. When fate brings them together in a
chance encounter, Olivia discovers that not
only has Caleb Drake moved on, but he's
forgotten her too. Olivia finds herself
asking how far she is willing to go to get
him back. Standing in her way is his new
girlfriend, a red-headed viper named Leah
Smith. Olivia must fight for what was once
hers, and in the process discover that
sometimes love falls short of redemption.
Miracles on Maple Hill Broadway Books
Maby Armstrong has held it together long enough.
Typically one to chase after her comfort zone
instead of happiness, it takes facing her fear of the
unknown head-on to realize her dreams. Her
longtime wish of owning her own shop becomes a
reality, and a newfound confidence gives her the
boost she needs after dealing with what she calls
her “dysfunctional mind.” Her life is finally
aligning. Even after a long stretch of being alone,
men are coming out of the woodwork. A longtime
best friend, an ex, and her favorite coffee shop guy
suddenly think they can’t live without her. Maybe
it’s time Maby starts living. At times both laugh-
out-loud funny and heart-wrenchingly painful,
embrace the crazy with this quest for sanity and
true love...
A Book HarperCollins
Presents a collection of thirty-six of Aesop's
fables, including "The Cat and the Mouse," "The
Ant and the Grasshopper," and "The Vain Crow."

Give Me a Reason John Wiley & Sons
The author of ‘the bible on herbalism’
returns with a portable guide on North
American medicinal herbs—for the
professional and amateur herbalist alike
Based on the now-classic reference text
Indian Herbalogy of North America, this
illustrated pocket guide is the perfect
companion for those eager to expand their
knowledge of herbal healing. Through
detailed descriptions and illustrations,
Alma R. Hutchens walks readers through: •
125 of the most useful medicinal herbs
found in North America, and their uses •
How to create herbal remedies for common
ailments • The herbal traditions of North
America and other lands Entries include
staples of folk medicine such as echinacea
and slippery elm as well as common
kitchen herbs—from parsley to thyme to

pepper—whose tonic and healing properties
are less widely known.
Folsom Litres
Beautiful, intelligent, independent, strong-
willed, wealthy... Lilith Fontenot seems, by
all appearances, to have it all. But that's not
how the highest paid prostitute in New
Orleans sees herself. A stain on society. A
scourge. A waste. Outsider. Prisoner... Any
idyllic dream of the normal life she may
have once imagined, Lilith buried long ago.
Her only plan now is survival. But mob
boss Nico Santelli and community center
owner Soti Christos have not given up on
Lilith. Each has his own very specific, very
opposing, plans for her, and neither will
rest until it becomes a reality. WHORE is a
singularly bracing take on an ancient tale of
tireless love, betrayal, and the possibility of
redemption.
The Other Side Bantam
The American Girl's Handy Book was one
of the earliest works written primarily for
girls' amusement and enjoyment. It
introduced original and novel ideas to open
new routes for enterprise and entertainment
for girls. The main goal was to engrave
upon the girls' minds that they all have
talent and the ability to achieve more than
what they think is possible. During the time
of this book's publication, it was unusual to
promote girls to be inventive. But the writer
desired to awaken this creative side in them
by giving detailed methods of new tasks
and amusements, to put them on the road
they could travel and explore alone.
Anyone curious about knowing the
initiatives taken for girls' empowerment in
the olden days will find this work
beneficial.
Slaughter Independently Published
A study in emotional dislocation and
renewal--Professor Godfrey St. Peter, a
man in his 50's, has achieved what would
seem to be remarkable success. When
called on to move to a more comfortable
home, something in him rebels.
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